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Zymplify

• Marketing Automation Software for SME’s with a twist
- Bundle the platform plus services for one low monthly price

• U.S. HQ in Burlington, MA
- Company HQ in Portstewart, Northern Ireland

• Steve Lesser, VP Sales & Marketing & Lead Investor
- Original investor in Constant Contact
- Exec sales roles at Marcam, MAPICS, Centra, Imprivata, Software Secure



The world is changing – and it is 
changing fast



Marketing skillsets have changed 
The needed skillsets of Marketers have changed



Technical landscape has changed
Increasingly fragmented, complex and digital landscape:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increasingly fragmented, complex and digital landscape.Lots of different software for lots of different things to try and get your customers through the sales funnel.YouTube, Twitter, Facebook, Leads Forensics to MANAGEAds on Facebook, Google, LinkedIn to ATTRACTUnbounce, Full Contact, Click Funnels to ENGAGEConstant Contact, Buffer, Hootsuite plus your social media to NURTURECRM systems to CLOSEA lot of systems on the go at the one time! And then to ensure ROI, it’s tricky 



Customer buying cycle has changed and digital 
marketing is critical to reaching your prospect base 

ZYMPLIFY.COM



Start by defining buying personas to 
determine who you are targeting

What are personas?
• Personas (or audiences/segments) are semi-fictional
• Represent your ideal customer
• They are based on market data and real data about your existing customers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Personas (or audiences/segments) are fictional, generalised characters that outline various goalsand challenges among your current and potential clientsThey help create reliable and realistic representations of your key audience segmentsThey are based on customer insights, sales team feedback, additional research and digitalanalyticsInclude a background, name and picture to give a full identity to the particular audienceEffective personas:Represent your main customer segments – it’s good practise to have at least 4 or 5Focus on the needs/wants of the most important audiencesHelp your company understand your customers betterYou can target your key audiences via the right method, with the most appealing message according to  that persona



Example Persona for Zymplify –
Start-up Stuart

- MD, owns a small financial services company, employs 3 people

- Male, 45, small family (2 young children)

- Above average income, based in a large town

- Very intelligent, but not very tech-savvy (tech-aware)

- Growth focused, interested in making money, knows about marketing but doesn’t know how to use digital to
gain new clients

- Time/budget/resource constrained re marketing

- Key messages – Zymplify can provide him with outsourced marketing services so he can avoid hiring staff

- Access via networking, tradeshows, PPC, email, social media (LinkedIn)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So from this, you can start to build up a picture of Stuart, and how you would market to himIt would be very different to how you would market to someone who was maybe working in a different sector, say, Sarah who owns a florist shopRemember all your customers are not the same, even being male or female.Instagram, e.g., predominantly female, under 35, whereas Twitter is predominantly male. Remember B2B is very different from B2C – so it’s important to remember who your customers are and where they hang out online, e.g., B2C Facebook/IG, B2B LinkedIn



Next decide on what Channels to Use to 
reach your target markets
• After discovering your key segments, you’ll need to

find out how to target them via what channels
• Make sure that the segments are accessible via that 

channel and can receive your messaging
• Focus on the benefits 
• Promotion of your USP (Unique Selling Proposition)
• Use your key personas to discover the right way to

target, with the right message, at the right time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After discovering your key segments, you’ll need to find out how to target them via what channelsMake sure that the segments are accessible and can receive your messaging – remember your personas, and where they hang out online. I talked briefly before about social media and the different audiences on each of those platforms. If you are B2C there is no point really of spending a lot of time or money on LinkedIn, as this platform is B2B. Focus on the benefits and remember that different personas will need different benefitsPromote your USP – what sets you apart from your competitors Use your key personas to discover the right way to target, with the right message, at the right timeEnsure that the products/services exceed the cost of additional marketing plans – e.g., if your planning an ambitious PPC campaign costing £1000 per month, but your product costs £10, you’ll need sell an awful lot of your product to cover the cost of the PPC alone. 



Then create sales funnels to drive leads through

A sales funnel is “a series of steps designed to guide 
visitors toward a buying decision. The steps are 
composed of marketing assets that do the work of 
selling, like landing pages and email.”



Customer Journey Funnel

Blogs, videos, social,  
email, events

Research, FAQs,  
cheat sheets, eBooks

Testimonials, case study  
pricing page, free trial

Each audience will require different content at each stage of the customer journey funnel.

At the ‘awareness’ stage, they will be unaware of their need, and will need to be educated on this need.

At the ‘consideration’ stage, they will be aware of their need, and are now looking for solutions to solve their need.

At the ‘decision’ stage, they are looking for a solution provider to solve their need.

It is at the decision stage that you must set your company and product apart from your competitions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s some more examples of the different types of content, etc., at the different stages of the sales journey, I’ve just done the three stages of the funnel –awareness, consideration, buyAwareness stage: blog, videosConsideration: research, FAQs, cheat sheets, eBooksDecision: testimonials, case study, pricing page, etc. Each audience will require different content at each stage of the customer journey funnel, as I’ve said, you must remember that you are trying to:Educate them on their need at the awareness stage (they might not know they even need your product/service)At the ‘consideration’ stage, they will be aware of their need, and are now looking for solutions to solve their need.At the ‘decision’ stage, they are looking for a solution provider to solve their need. So you must make them understand why your product/service is better than your competitors It is at the decision stage that you must set your customer apart from your competitions, i.e.,  through cost savings, or via excellent customer service.



Multichannel Campaign – First stage of funnel: awareness
Digital Marketing Planning Campaign:

EMAIL to a segmented list, with a clear call-to-
action:

“Download our free guide!”

Also promotion via social media, PPC and on our 
website.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All campaigns are fully monitored, so you can see how many people view the landing page, how many convert into engagements.You can also check how many people opened the email, the delivery rate, the click through rate. Then resend to those who didn’t open the email the first time. 



Multichannel Campaign – First stage 

This email leads to a landing page. 

All channels that are promoting this campaign, 
point to this same landing page (email, social 

media, PPC, website). 

Landing page must be relevant, interesting and 
eye catching. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important to monitor the landing page. If a lot of people land on it and then click off without converting, it means the landing page isn’t as appealing as it should be, or the messaging is wrong. It is important to test the landing page to ensure the form works and that it displays correctly on both desktop and mobile, etc. 



Multichannel Campaign – Stage 1 of funnel: awareness

Once the landing page is completed, it leads 
to a post-entry page, for the entrant to 

download the guide.

The entrant also receives an autoresponder 
via email so they have a copy of the guide in 

their email. 



Multichannel Campaign –2nd Stage of funnel: consideration
After you have ‘educated’ the lead on their 
need, you must give the reader content that 
will help them consider their options (i.e., 
consider your company as a solution provider 
to their need).
Content such as eBooks or infographics are 
great to encourage people to consider you as a 
solution provider, as they show that your 
company is knowledgeable in that specific 
area.
Again, it’s important to consider your 
personas, and ensure you’re reaching out to 
that target audience via the right channel, with 
the right content, at the right time. 
Multichannel again – email, social, website, 
PPC.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
c



Multichannel Campaign – Final stage of funnel: purchase

At the final stage of the funnel you’ll want to show the lead why they would want to pick your company.
Pricing pages, testimonials and case studies are the best way to set your company apart from your 
competitors.
Run your campaign multichannel to generate the most reach.



Example of the 
parameters on Facebook 
you can target by



Example of an ad on 
Facebook



Example of an organic post on Facebook (not 
paid). And the stats on Zymplify platform.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Webinar – activity on Facebook, LinkedIn, organic activity, fully trackable in real-time



Example of Webinar Funnel – Email 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metrics to monitor: delivered, open rate, clicks, click through rate, unsubscribes and engagements 



Steve Lesser
steve@zymplify.com

508-380-2899

mailto:steve@zymplify.com
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